
 

Two Greensomes Trophies were competed for at Pannal this week. Last Sunday’s Mixed Autumn 

Greensomes saw new pairings taking part in this competition for the first time alongside more established 

partnerships and previous winners, and this mix was reflected at the top of the leaderboard. Kate and 

Peter Jesper were fifth with 38 points, 2 points behind Carole and Gareth Whiles in fourth. Vicky and 

Freddie Eyre came third with 41 points, a point behind runners-up Sue White and Steve Taylor. The clear 

winners, for the second time, were Susan and Malcolm Taylor with an excellent 45 points, with Susan’s 

superb putting a significant contributing factor on the day. 

On Saturday, 77 Men’s pairings competed in the Cooper Brown Greensomes, where a third of the field 

beat par on what was a very tightly-packed leaderboard. Philip Cave and Russell Tanner came fifth with 

net 68.2, 0.4 behind Lewis Wells and Ben Chumas in fourth. For much of the day, the clubhouse lead 

was held by Stephen Jordan and Simon Hanslow’s net 67.4 but this was ultimately knocked back into 

third place. Mick Dawes and Neil Davies were runners-up with net 66.8, but this year’s trophy winners 

were Callum and Michael Jonas with a superb gross 72, net 65.6. 

Pannal Ladies played in a 13-hole Greenkeepers’ Revenge Texas Scramble on Tuesday, where wet 

weather added an additional layer of difficulty on top of the usual tough pin positions. Winners were Jo 

Fawcett, Sally Jenkins and Rebecca Ellacott with net 45.2. Ros Samuels, Gerry Callander and Dawn 

Fabbroni were second on net 46.8, ahead of Julie Parry, Sophie Jacob and Sandra Taylor on net 48.6. 

There was a good turnout on Sunday for the Joan Caw Memorial Bowl, a 4BBB stableford competition in 

any combination of pairings. Maire and John Tiernan were fifth behind Vicky and Freddie Eyre in fourth, 

both pairs scoring 42 points. Gareth Whiles and Peter Chambers came third on 44 points, a point behind 

runners-up Ann and John Whiteley. Congratulations to Janet and John Jones, whose excellent 46 points 

means that they are this year’s winners of the Joan Caw Memorial Bowl. 



 


